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SEAT’s OFFER FOR ENIRO – SETTLEMENT DETAILS

On 7 June 2001, SEAT Pagine Gialle S.p.A. (“SEAT”) extended the acceptance period regarding
the offer for Eniro AB (“Eniro”) until 27 June 2001, the date on which the European Commission
Competition Authority’s decision is expected to be received. Provided that approval from the
European Commission Competition Authority is obtained and that the other conditions of the offer
have been fulfilled or waived, settlement of the share alternative by means of delivery of SEAT
shares as well as the cash alternative may begin on or about 16 July 2001.

In order to facilitate for the shareholders of Eniro to participate in the offer, shares that have been
purchased on the Stockholm Exchange by the tendering shareholders up to and including 27 June
2001 (even though settlement has not been effected) will be considered as validly tendered,
provided that the acceptances have been received by SEB Emissioner no later than 3.00 pm (CET)
on 27 June 2001 and that shares have been made available no later than 2 July 2001 for completion
of the offer.

For further information please contact:

Edoardo Bus
Communication and Press Manager
SEAT Pagine Gialle S.p.A.
Tel: +39 011 435 3030

or

Jacob Spens
Enskilda Securities
Tel: + 46 8 5222 9500

SEAT’s offer is not being made to persons whose participation requires that further prospectuses are issued or that
registration or other measures are taken in addition to those required under Swedish law. Accordingly, the offer is not
being made to persons in the United States of America, Canada, Japan or Australia, except to the extent necessary
exemptions from registration or other measures are available, and the related documents may not and will not be
mailed to or otherwise distributed or sent in or from the United States of America, Canada, Japan or Australia, nor will
acceptance forms from such jurisdictions be accepted.


